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PARENT ADVOCACY: NOW MORE THAN EVER

ACTIVE aNVOLVEMENT IN EDUCATIONAL DECISIONS

Budget cuts in a time of fiscal restraint always hits

hardest in the area of human services. Public Law 94-142,

. The, Education of all the Handicapped Children Act, may still

mtdate services, but the quality and long term

before and after forMal education ceases fc:1 a student,

effectiveness of these services depends upon parent

participation in their.child's educatiOnal welfare. Long

parent and child still have to cope with the world outside

the school house. The U.S. Office of Education established

1982-83 as a year when parent advocacy was tc:, be a high

priority. Government dfficials have come to realize that

with or without federal funding, speCial,services in the

nation's public schools will not be effective if parents are

not active participants in the,educational planning for

their children. In a back to basics spirit, the child's

parents and teacher(s) must team up to ensure. that the

student reaChes his/her maximum potential. Beyond the

school yard, every parent dreams of the day his/her child

will beoMe a successful, self-sufficient adult citizen in

the community. The best way to ensure -that dream is to

actively involve payents in theirachild's education and
_

social development.

-'\
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DESIGN-AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE SURVEY:

In order tip ascertain the present level of involvement

and desired participaiton of parents of special needs

students in the education process, a combination

Likert-scale/open ended questionnnaire was designed. After

designing a questionnaire based on similar instruments

developed by other researchers (Bell-Nathaniel, 1979; Ciddor

& Finniecome, 1981; Davis & Heyl, 1980, Lynch & Stein, 1982;

Yurchak & Mathews, 1980), the form was sent to professionals

across the country who were involved in advocacy for their

critique and suggestions. A Likért-scale was chosen because

-it was,believed some parents may be unaware of the choices

available to them. Another factor was that the reading
2

levels and writing skills of parents would vary; therefore,

an attempt was made to make responding as easy as possible.

To allow for additional concerns and/or attitudes of

individual parents, a set of open ended que,stions weTe also

included.

Two states from the eastern section of the United

States were selected as sues for distribution of the

questionnaires. The locals selected for the survey were

chosen because they exemplified 'commonly perceived

1 stereotypical perception's of an urban, rural and suburban

community. Hopefully, by surveying the extremes of each typer

of community0 patterns p attitudes and needs might be more

obyiously notieable.,

\,
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The rural population was chosen from a cOunty in

central West Virginia-. Like many predomindntely rural

counties, it has had to operate. wirh limited financial

resources. In spite of'sparce monetary support, this

elstrict has continued to go that 'extra mile'. in its

efforts to provide quality education within a variety of

: delivery models for children with special needs.

The suburban population was chosen from. affluent school
0

districts on Long Island, New York. The communities were

upward mobile settings in which a significant percentage of

the working force commuted to New York City. The school tax

base for the suburhan communities was significantly above

the national average. The major).ty of students were planning

to go to college or go directly into fami,ly owned

businesses.

The city population was chosen from a mixed set of city -

boroughs which reflected a mix of ethnic, social and

economic backgrounds. Whfle many of the city students were

likely to seek unskilled labor upon finishing schoOl, some

would never finish school and others would go on to college.

Working through school district offices, 1600 forms

were distributed on a stratifi*d random bases. The forms

were given to special needs students by Aeleir special

education teachers to be completed by the students' parents.

________Once_the forms were returned to the special educators4) they_

were collected by the district office and forwarded to the .



researchers. The protection of parent privacy was of utmost

C-
importance in tfiis project. To ensure this pri'va , parents

were not asked to give their names. The distribu-p on.and

, collection of the qt?estionnaires by school personnel was

also employed to guarantee parent privacy. Of course, the

researchers realized that all the middlemen built in as

parent protections would alsb take control of distribution

out of the hands of the researchers. The greatr the number

of middlemen, the greaer the possibility of lower rates of

return.

The intent of_the survey was to learn more about,parent

perceptions of the concept of parent advocacy and to become

aware of what parents .identified as their pressing concerns.

Secondly, the survey was used to analyze parent attitudes

'towards service providers as possible resources for,

'assistance. and 'information. In order to do this,

comparison was made between who parents believed were

presently providing them with assistance and who parents

believed ought to be providing them with assistance. The

purpose of the-survey was not to pit parent against service

provider. Rather, it was to serve as an information source

to bridge the gap between Parent_and school attempts to

provide adequate services to special needs students.

Variables which were being looked at--.in this survey

included: tylele of community (urban, suburban and rural), age

and/or grade level of students, types of handicapping
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conditions, types of special education settings and

agreement between the schoOls and parents in regards to'the

category and/or placement of the students. The

questionnaire was also designed to ascertain who parents

saw as possibleadvocates and to-learn how parents perceived'

their previous experiences with school personnel.

A second major factar in choosing school districts was

to locate school systems which had established advocacy

channels which went-beyond the guidelines established under

PL 94-142. Hypothetically, parents of exceptional children

should have been provided with exemplary opportunities to

actively particapte in-planning and Implementing their

child's educational needs. The intent of the survey Was to

see if parents perceived of and took advantage of the

multifacited personnel and services available to them
Trs

through their local school districts.

In each instance, the participating school district

administrators were actively involved in the survey. The

theoretical and actual participation on the part of each

school districtv included in his survey, in parent

involvement and advocacy, was dell documented. Commitment to

parent participation led the school district administrators

to actively seek-out parent responses. Each district was

interesled in'receiving the results of the survey in order

to constructively adapt the findings to future plans for

parent advocacy. On the other hand, five school districts 71

7
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declined the initial requeSts to participate in the project.

The common denominator in each of these districts was an

uneasy projection of the possible outcomes. In declining to

participate, the contact administrators indicated that the

possible problems wlich might result from soliciting parent

attitudes cotweighed the potential value of the survey.

They were e§pecially concerned that parents unaware.of

potential advocacy options woult begin to demand a more -

active, and therefore, a hostile, time consuming role in the

special education process.

RESULTS OF PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE:

Working through the director of pupil personnel

officer, sixteen hundred surveys were distributed to four

school districts in two 'eastern states. Special educators

distabuted the questionnaires to their students. The

surveys were returned to the special educator and collected

by the district officer.

A total of 217 questionnaires were completed and

returned to the schools. Although this response was

sTEnificantly less than was prdjected by theparticipating

school districtA; the written comments and qUality of each

response was better-than anticipated. The rate of return

in-and-of-itself aroused the interest of the participating

districts in regards to the effectiveness of their attempts

to reach out and involve parents in their children',s

educational programming. An overview of the makeup of the



respondents and their communities are listed in Table I. The

collective partiCulars relating to each respondent's special

needs child is listed in Table II.

Figure A gives a visual depiction of the,types and

Tercentages of each handicapping conditions represented in

'the survey. The majority of handicapping categories,

identified by PL 94-142 and-the area to-t.the gifted a-re

represented in the sample returns. Behavior disorders

represented thirty-four percent (34%) of the returns and

'learning disabilities represented twenty-four percent (24%)

'of the returns. The tyPes of special.services being

provided to.the students is represented in Figure B. A bro.ad

spectrum of the service delivery model as represented in

Deno''S Cascade Model are included in the survey returns.

The limitihg factors to a more complete representation

a

of alternative.services was 4ue 'to the fact that the

questio'paires were distributed through local eduCation

agencies (LEA), thereby, limiting non-school district

sampling. The Iigures represented,here show the overall

breakdown of the survey information. A complete visual

displaY by.cimmunity (i.e. rural, suburban and.urban) is

available thr6ugh the first author. Parents4tf resource room

students'repreSented fortytwo percent (42%) of.the

respondents. Cio.sely behind, representing thirty-eight

percent (38%) of Ihe.respondents were parents of

self-contained claSsrpom student's.
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When a ked if they felt their-,dhild's special needs

were being m t, seventy-four percent (74%) of the-parents

responded yes Seven,perdent responded that they were not

sure if their hild's.needs were being met (see Figure C).

- 8 -

The remainder, ineteen percent (19%) of theparents, felt

their needs were not being met. This is an item where

c'ommtinity seemed o make somewhat of A difference. RUral

parents were more confident, eighty-four percent, of them

(84%),'than eithax s rburban, seventy percent. (70%) or

urban, sixty-four per aent (64%4 parents, that their children'
. Vp

V
were being appropriatel Serviced by the school districts.

Table III shows the sped fic breakdowns of this item by

community. The major reas parents gave for their feelings

are listed in Table IV. The primary positive factors were

concerned teachers and obser ble improvement in student

performance. the negative fac ors were an inability to read

on grade level and poor manageme t of student behaVior.

'An unexpected variable *as ag eement between parents

and school distric'ts on the "catego ' which describeth the

student's handicapping condition. Par nts were aSked to A

check the onecategory which represente their child's

handicapping.condition. Ihe4thool opinio was based on the

actual label given to the student on his/he individual

education plan'(IEP). Figure D gives a striki visual

representation of the results. In fortyfour p r,cent (44%)

of the cases, parents and sdhools did not match. This

10
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despite the fact that in all.districts surveyed, parents'

must sign th'e final document drawn up by the

multidisciplinary teaM4-This mismatch (see Table-V) was
.

consistent across all three communities:. urban forty-two-

percent (42%); suburban forty=six percent, (46%) and rural

forty-three percent (43%). Table VI breaks down this

mismatch by type of service the.stud-ent receives. An

analysis of variance indicates that the maior disagreement,----"
,

occured when students were placed in private school

'receiving regular classroom serviceS or receivin'g r source .

N-room services. Thus, ,plament not the type of Commpnity
'fa

seemed to have caused this mismatch.
,

Inregards to interactions with their child's School

(see Table VII), eighty-seven percent (87%) f the parents
%

were not presently,involved'in their local school. When

asked if they wodld join a special education parent.group,

slightly less than half (49%) said they would...join Such

group. Fourteen percent (14t) .replied it would all depend

upon what they could get out of the group and what types of

handicapping conditions Kere being encomp.assed in the

group's activities.

When a.,6ked who in their past Experience with the school

provided them with the most assists:16e and/or advocacy, the

largest response was no one provided any 'assistance (32%).

As Table VIII shows, direct hands on teachers were perceived

.as providers of more assistance than.auxilary (social
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workers, school psychologists,.etc.) or-administrator
' 1

(principalS) A key point w0rth nOting is that parents
. ,

seemsid o respondiitin traditional.terms. Thai is, the .1
f

child's teacher is the like y petson they would turn to for

assistance or in orma-tio-nm--
-

This 'traditional' perception of the roles of various

school personnel mdy have been a. majo'r factor which

cantributed to who pare s saw as 'possible, advocates (Figure'

E). .The responses suggest that auxiIary service personnel-
.

and admini.strators aee not directly involved in the-day to

day' learnfag of the student; therefore, only the teacher(s)

who sees the child the most is an advocacy resource.
-

Interestingly enough, the respondents.did not choose other

parents as a.major advocacy resource. This seemed especiall?

unusual since all the districts surveyed had-parent

advocates and pablicly informed the parents that this

reSource was available to them.

Parentsriwere asked what types of linkages they would

like.to see established to improve communication between the

school and, home. Table IX is-a synopsis of the parental

. preferences. Regular communication via letters from the
7

school was preferred in sixtr-nine percent (69Wof the

cases. Accard-ing-to forty percent (407) of-the parents,

h nie visits were the least preferred method.for establishing
t

home-school linkages. On the other. hand, fifty-one liercent

(51%) cif the parents were amenable to sch6o1 conference. The
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last variable is somewhAt suspect. Teacher experience would

strongly indicated that fifty-one percent of the parents of

special needs students do not attend school conferences.

Unfortunately, ninety-seven percent (97%) of the parents

were-unable to or unwillifig-tO Suggest-arternative-ways Lo

establish home-school 'communication_links.

Finally, parents were aaked to identify ±n which:of

their child'V program evaluations and decisions they would

like to become active participants. Almost half of the

participants (see Table X) were Anterested in 'becoming

inxolved in all.the program areas identified on the

questionnaire. Their major area of interest was involvement

in progress reviews. Sixty _percent (60%) of the parents were

interested in being actively involved In their child's

annual review. Closely behind progress reviews was placemen.li

decisions, fiftv-foUr.percent (54%) and curriculum planning,

fort"Y7eight percen-$ (48%) of the parents..Direct involVement

in the instructional methods and materials uSed to meet the,

child's academic and/or social needs'waa-of interast to

fbrty percent (40%) of the parents. Less,than ten percent ,

.(10%) of the parents.suggested alternative areas tn which

they would like to have direct involvement.

IMPLICATIONS

The 'issue seems'not to be the provis'ion of services.

Ratherf the issue is the quslity and depth of services

provided. While parent 'advocates end parent grouRs exist in

13
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all the-communities surveyed, an insignificant percentage of

the respondents availed themselves t6 these options.

CoMmontlity among parents is not always neat and
a

predictable. Parents, as in rhe case of ail humans, choose

ir-o-al-a multi-la-IA-city of options-fox meeting their--ileP-41s_.=

Almost ehe only area of total agreement was 'in the provision

of humanistic services to allow their children to grow-up to

be self-supporting. Parents desire the same aspirations for

their special needs children as they,.do for all their

children. Mainly, to grow-up and attain as many of their

goals and aspirations as possible.

Laws and theoretical ideas may be in place, but actions

'and commitments transcend rules. Parent advoCacy requires

that each community design and actively carry-out a network

of services for parents.. An equal partnership and sharing

of 44eas, information and goals at the local level is the

foundation for effective advocacy.

Based on the findings of this survey, two general

statements can be made about the relationship between

parents of special needs students and school districts which

service the students. First of all, parents appear to be

happy with the services their children are receiving. They,

may not agree with the school's classification of their

child,,but they are content with the delivery of services.

Secondly, the individuals whom these parents perceive as .

advocates seem to be a multiplicity of people. This
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multiplicity crosses states, service models, and

handicapping conditions. It appears to be a question of

personal preference rather than group Characteristics which

dictates parent needs and attitudes regarding advocacy.

generalizationR concerning types_of_communities--

(i.e.., rural, suburban and urban) seems unfounded as a

-reSult of this survey.

Instead, the questionnaire findings has led to the

asking of some pertinent and perhaps troubling questions. To

realistically plan future goals for parent advocacy and

involvement, school districts must take a careful yet hard

look at the following questions:

1) How do parents within communities perceive the roles

of educators and how do the educators themselves

perceive their roles? How do parent and/or teachers'

expectations for their own children and/orostudents

affect these perceived roles?

2) What does a school see as its responsibilities and

what are the actual realities.that impinge or

facilitate these identified responsibilities?

3) As educators and/or as parents, do we see our

schools in adversary or supportive roles and

depending on how we respond, what other agencies

. might fulfill these roles?

4) Should there be a linkage bdtween'schools and other

agencies or groups? If so, do these agencies or

1 5
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groups then become part of the system or loose some

of their effectiveness as advocates?

5) Is it the responsibility of school districts to

educate br provide information to parents and other

e acacy,

6) And finally, at what point is the school reaching

beyond its capabilities, not just to provide support

services, but to get parents to dtilize these

services efficiently andeffectively?

These qua-stions were not designed to condemn schools or

parents. There is no suggestion that advocacy be dissolved

or that parents fend for themselves. Rather, the findings

suggest that there are no neat conclusions to advocacy

concerns. Perhaps tru9ly committed school systems have gone

too far. Perhaps we must surrender part of the

responsibility and assistance to agencieS and/or

organizations.beyond the control of the school district.

Perhaps, the role of the school is to realize lwe cannot.do

it all alone.
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF RESPONDENTS AND COMMUNITIES

ITEM

Location

NeW York 115

West Virginia 102

Sex of Respondents

Females 154

Males 46

Both 16

ITEM

Community

53 Suburb'an

47 City 69 32

Runal 45 19

Average Size of Community

71 less:than 10,000 98 45

'21 over 1,000,000 38 ' 18

7 10,000 to 25,000 37'.. 14

Race of Respondents

48 White 163 75

19 ;,Black 25 1.2

18 Hispani-c 22 10

8 Oriental 4 2

7 .Unknown 3 1

More Than One Special Needs
. Student in F'amily

84 53 24

Age of Respomndents-

,31- 4C 104

21 - 30 42

41 - 50 40

51 - 60- 17

Unknown. 14

More Than one Child
in Family

183

19
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TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL NE-EDS STUDENTS

ITEM ITEM

Sex of Students Aver I I

10-6

4 t.o 24-6

Male 153

Female 62

71

'29

Mean-Age

Range

Type of Special Service Handicapping Condition

Resource 91 42 Behaviar Disorders 73 34

Seff=aantained 81 37 Learning Disabled 52 .24

,Auxilary Serviae-16 7 EductOle Retarded 35 15,

Regular Class 13 Speech/Language 24 11

Special School 9 Gifted 17 8

Private Tutor 4 2 Trainable Retarded 4

Private Boarding 3 ' 1 Other 8 4

Average Grade Placement

Mean Grade 6.7

Range preschool to 12th

Average Age Problem Identified

Mean Age 5-5
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TABLE III
AkE PARENTS' SPECIAL NEEDS BEING MET?

YES
, COMMUNITY

NO NOT SURE

, # %

Overall 156 74 .39 19 14 7

Urban 29 64 6 13 10 22

Suburban 73 73 25 25 2

Rural 54 84 8 13 2 3

a

2 1
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TABLE IV
MAJOR POSITIVE AND/OR NEGATIVE REASONS

_PARENTS FEEL THELR. CHILD'S SPECIAL.SERVICE
NEEDS AR.E.OR ARE NOT BEING MET

Reason Urban Suburban Rural

Positive

See improvement
in child's performance 31 41 31

Teacher concern and skills 8 10 29

Negative

No response,given 26 40. 26

Child not reading
on grade level 31

Not enough control
of child's behavior 15 .11

Child could be
doing better 9

4
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TABLE V. \
AGREEMENT,BETWEEN SCHOOL DISTRTCTS AND PARENTS
REGARDING THE CATEGORICAL LABEL DESCRIBING THE
SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS' PROBLEM: BY COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY MATCH MISMATCH

. #

Overal 121 56. .95. 44

Ur ban '26 58 k 19 42
\

I'

Suburban 56 54 \47 46
\

Rural 39 57 29 43
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TABLE VI
AGREEMENT.BETWEEN SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND.PARENTS

. REGARDING THE CATEGORICAL LABEL DESCRIBING THE -
SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS' PROBLEM: BY CLASS TYPE,

-

TYPH OF PLACEMENT MATCH MISMATCH

0

o

Regular classroom
,

2 16 11_ 84

Resourte room 45 - 49 46 51

,

Sblf-c6htained 3 67 27 33

4.4.4

Special day school
:.

6 67 3 , 33

Private boarding schdol 0 2 100

Private tutoring. 2 50 2 50

Other auxilary special serlices
(eg. speech, physical therapy,
counseling etc) 12 75 4 25

t

24
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TABLE VII
PARENTAL INVOLVMENT WITH SCHOOL

-

fE

ITEM .

NO NO 'MAYBE
1,-- RESPONSE

# #

4 207 95
Are you 'preSently a member
of a parent group

4.

Are you actiVely involved
-in your child's school 45 21 75 35 97 44

Would you be willing
to join a speCial
needs parent group 106 49 66 30 15 7 30 14



TABLE VIII-
WHO, IN THE PAST, HAS.BEEN

YOUR BEST ADVOCATE

-

PARENTS CHOOSING OPTIONS

PERSON(S)

no one 69 -32,

all teachers involved
with my child 38 18

special.educator 36 17

regular teacher .35 16

social. worker 6

prinaipal

scbool psychologist 3 1

, -

other parents 1



TABLE IX.
---FrAYENTREFERENCES FOR ESTABLISHING

COMMUNICATION LINKS WITH:-THE SCHOOL

- 25- -

Not at all

ITEM
rare

11

Home Visits 87

School
Conferences 37

Telep.hcihe 39

Letter's 17

Other
suggestion6 2 .

40

17-'

18

8

same regularly
.frequ4ntly.

no response-

57 26 440 19 33 15
Jo

42 19 111 51 27 12

54 25 97 45 27 12

31 14 149 69 ,20

0.9 0.9 211 97
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TABLE X
PARENT INTEREST IN DIRECT INVOLVEMENT

IN PLANNING THEIR CHILD'S PROGRAM

ITEM

Not at all
rare

#

Curriculum
Planning 36

Progresss
Review 23

Instructional
'Methods &
Maferials 39

Placement
Decisions 33

Other Areas
Of Involvement 87\

,some regularly no response
frequently

17 41 19 104 48 36 16
c,

11 28 13 131 60 , 35 16

18 49 23 88 40 41 19

15 28 13 116 54 40 18

;

40 10 5 14 6 106 49

4CI

# #
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TYPE OF SPEFICGTABL SERVICES

SPECIAL SERVICE TINE
16
7.4%

REGULAR
13
6.0%

SPECIAL DAY SCHOOL
9
4.2%

ample size: 216

TUTOR
4
1.9%

PRIVATE BOARDING
2
0.9%



I
ARE YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS BEING MET

_

FIGURE C

Sample elm 20, 31

MAYBE
14
6.7%



F IGURE D

AGREEMENT ON TYPE OF SPECIAL NEEDS
BETWEEN PARENTS ,f\ND SCHOOL DISTRICT'S

32
OVERALL IMPRESSIONS OF PARENTS
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